Mobile Services Architecture Licensing Framework: Declaration

ATTN: Mobile Services Architecture (MSA) Specification Leads

PalmSource, Inc. and all of its affiliates (collectively referred to as “PalmSource”), the undersigned licensor of the specification for JSR 75 (the “JSR 75 Specification Lead”) herewith declares its intention to license the output from JSR 75 under terms and conditions consistent with the license principles for MSA (the “MSA Licensing Principles”) as set forth below. We agree to the publication of this statement of the MSA Licensing Principles (e.g. on a MSA website) by the specification leads for JSR 248 and 249. For purposes of the MSA Licensing Principles stated below, any and all references to the “Specification” shall mean the JSR 75 Specification.

JSR 75 Specification Lead

PalmSource, Inc.

Jeanne Seeley
Chief Financial Officer

MSA Licensing Principles:

1. The Specifications will be made publicly available in accordance with the Java Specification Participation Agreement (the “JSPA”). To the extent not inconsistent with the JSPA, a royalty free license to analyze and to use a Specification for research, evaluation, optimization and development purposes must be granted by the licensor of such Specification, provided that such license shall explicitly exclude any right to use an implementation of the Specification for internal deployment, the creation and/or distribution of implementations of the Specification for direct or indirect commercial (including strategic) gain or advantage, the modification of the Specification (other than to the extent of the licensee’s fair use rights), or the distribution of the Specification to third parties. Any license for other uses of a Specification (e.g. to create and distribute commercial implementations) must be granted pursuant to a separate license agreement between the licensor of the Specification and the specification lead seeking the right for uses of the Specification other than those set forth in this paragraph 1. Any of these licenses may be made available using a click-through or other reasonable acceptance mechanism.

2. N/A

3. N/A

4. JSRs shall be licensed under similar terms independent of whether the JSR will be implemented as part of a complete implementation of JSRs 248 and/or 249 Specifications or is implemented outside of these Specifications.
5. N/A

Note: These licensing principles may not apply to the following configuration and profile specifications: Connected Device Configuration, Connected Limited Device Configuration, Foundation Profile, Personal Basis Profile, Personal Profile, IM Profile, and Mobile Information Device Profile.